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I would like to recommend the PhD student Josimar Külkamp for the IAPT Grant 2020. 
I have meet Mr. Külkamp seven years ago, when he was an undergraduate student attending 

my lectures at the Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina (2011-2015). Josimar Külkamp studied the 
endemic plants from the Southern Brazilian Highland Grasslands, under my supervision, and 
published a paper on updating the endemic plant species lists from these grasslands and analyzing the 
distribution patterns and conservation status of all the studied taxa. Later during the MSc (2016-2017), 
Mr. Külkamp started his studies in Ditaxinae (Euphorbiaceae), addressing the taxonomy and 
systematics of Chiropetalum at the Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil, also under my 
supervision. From his MSc, he produced two important papers on the taxonomic circumscription of 
Ditaxinae and joined the research group of the Brazilian Flora 2020 project, being responsible for 
treating the genera subordinated to Ditaxinae. He is also engaged in the Brazilian Flora Group 
publications compiling the advance of the knowledge on the Brazilian flora. 

Mr. Külkamp is currently a PhD student at the Rio de Janeiro Botanical Garden under Prof. 
José Fernando Baumgratz supervision. I have been following Mr. Külkamp progress on Plants 
Taxonomy, especially in Euphorbiaceae and the subtribe Ditaxinae, and he is being a brilliant 
researcher, highly motivated to solve taxonomic issues within the group. He has been developing his 
studies with great dedication, and he has great knowledge about habitats, morphology, taxonomy and 
systematics of Euphorbiaceae. In the last years he found two new species of Ditaxis for Brazil, which 
are accepted for publication, and he is solving many nomenclatural and taxonomic inconsistencies that 
will be addressed for publication soon. 

Thus, I strongly recommend Mr. Külkamp for this grant, due his dedication to the botanical 
research, his expertise in fieldwork, herbarium and laboratory work, and for being a very good 
collaborator, always ready to help others. I really hope he has the opportunity of having the project 
awarded by this institution. 

Please, do not hesitate in contact me in case of any doubts. 
With the best regards, 
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Prof. João Iganci 
Full Professor at the Universidade Federal de Pelotas, Brazil 

Science Museum Director at the Universidade Federal de Pelotas, Brazil 
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